
Disclaimer: The temperature limits, pH ranges, pressure ratings, feet per box and shaft speeds shown throughout this pamphlet are representative; the service life and performance of 
these products can be affected by elevated temperatures and other operating conditions such as chemical resistance, shaft speeds, pressure and equipment in which that the product 
is being installed. The ratings supplied are suggested as a guideline and should only be used for evaluating your specific application. When in doubt, contact Robco or your 
ENVIROPAK distributor. The information contained in the pamphlet should not be considered to be a warranty, expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, a warranty of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. In no event shall Robco be liable for any incidental or consequential damages resulting from the use, misuse or inability to use the 
products. This exclusion applies regardless of whether such damages are sought based on breach of warranty, breach of contract, negligence, strict liability in tort, or any other legal 
theory.  

Teflon Coat

Teflon Coat provides a slippery, non-greasy, non-staining, water resistant 
coating on non-porous surfaces. It can be used on metal, wood, leather, 
rubber, glass, etc. It will prevent materials sticking in bins, tanks and 
molds. Teflon Coat will resist rub-off and is effective over a wide 
temperature range. Teflon Coat dries quickly to a firm, long lasting, 
rub-resistant coating. It does not wipe or runoff smooth surfaces like oil 
lubricants nor collect dirt and grime like grease lubricants. Impervious to 
moisture and water. Resistant to mild acids and alkalies. Lubricates 
surfaces that come in contact with dry materials, packages or other 
surfaces that must not be stained by oil or grease. Utilizes Teflon's low 
co-efficient or friction to add a lubricating quality to its acrylic carrier. For 
a dry-powder lubricant for porous surfaces use LMS100 Dry Lubricant. 

Features:
Dry Lubricant Teflon, Non Greasy, Non-staining, Water Resistant, Use 
on Non-porous Surfaces, Low Friction 

Properties:
Binder.................Acrylic Resin Max. Use Temperature...250 F (121 C) 
Color..........................White Dry Time...................5 minutes 

Directions for Use:
Surface should be free from dirt, oil, grease, moisture, rust, lint, etc. 
Shake vigorously until agitator rattles, continue shaking for 60 seconds 
before application. Test on sample of same material to insure 
compatibility. Spray with sweeping motion with can 8" to 12" (20 to 31 
cm) from work surface. Apply evenly. Single or multiple coats may be 
used. Allow to dry between coats. While using, shake occasionally to 
keep mixture uniform. 
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Nonflammable
No Organic Solvents 

Safety Engineering Guide:
Synthetic Base Lubricant-TLV 100 

Precautionary Information:
Contains 1,1,1 Tricholorethane. Use with adequate ventilation. Avoid breathing spray mist and 
vapor. This solvent used as diluents present an inhalation hazard to the users of this product. In 
addition prolonged or excessive skin contact could defat the skin and cause dermatitis. As with any 
product containing Teflon, workers should not smoke while using or spray it on tobacco products. If 
ingested in large quantities, the product could be harmful.

Available in a case of (12) 16oz cans.
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